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“THE GOVERNMENT ATTACHES GREAT 
IMPORTANCE TO THE DESIGN OF THE 
BUILT ENVIRONMENT. GOOD DESIGN 
IS A KEY ASPECT OF SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT, IS INDIVISIBLE FROM 
GOOD PLANNING, AND SHOULD 
CONTRIBUTE POSITIVELY TO MAKING 
PLACES BETTER FOR PEOPLE.” 

(Para. 56 & 57, Nppf 2012).

BUILDING A SENSE OF PLACE
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VISION 

TO DELIVER A RANGE OF HOUSING 
THAT WILL REFLECT THE DISTINCTIVE 
EXISTING BUILT FORM OF TRIMLEY, 
NEW PUBLIC OPEN SPACE THAT WILL 
ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF THE PUBLIC 
REALM FOR BOTH THE EXISTING AND 
NEW COMMUNITY AND IMPROVE PUBLIC 
ACCESS ACROSS THE SITE AND TO THE 
WIDER PEDESTRIAN NETWORK.
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Introduction

Introduction

This Design & Access Statement has been prepared by 

Taylor Wimpey East Anglia in support of our Resereved 

Matters Planning Application for the redevelopement of the 

Mushroom Farm, High Road, Trimley St. Martin.  The Proposals 

would provide 66 new dwellings, associated infrastructure & 

open space & Landscaping

This document achieves this within the following sections

 Section 1 : Introduction - introduces the document & 

planning history;

 Section 2 : The Site - Explains the key features of the 

site, the wider local area and identifies opportunities & 

constraints;

 Section 3 : The Design Process - Outlines how initial 

ideas & communtiy engagement have informed a final set of 

proposals;

 Section 4 : Explanation of Proposals - Summary all of 

the aspects considered during the design process, icluding 

amount & use, movement,scale, appearance & landscape.

Background

Outline Planning Permssion was granted in February 2013 

for the application for residential development of up to 66 

dwelling and associated works including access from the 

existing roundabout which joins Howlett Way & High Road

A public exhibition was held at Trimley Sports & Social Club

on the 14th October 2014. Local people were invited to 

provide valuable feedback which informed our design process.
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 Employment
 

 It is estimated that the total construction cost of the proposed development will amount to approximately 

£9.9m. This can be used to estimate the level of construction employment that will be generated by the 

scheme. Applying a national ratio of spending on materials, goods and services to jobs in the construction 

sector to the estimated construction cost outlined above implies that the development would be expected 

to create 110 person-years of construction employment over the duration of the build period. One person-

year of construction employment is equivalent to one full-time, year-long job. 

 

 If the site were built out over a 2 year period, this would support an average of 55 construction jobs per 

year during the construction phase.

 

 There will also be additional spending impacts in the area as construction contractors and workers 

purchase goods and services from local providers. This in turn will support indirect jobs in the supply chain 

and induced jobs within these local shops and services.

 

 Applying an employment multiplier  to the 55 direct construction jobs per year derived above indicates 

that an additional 83 jobs could be supported per year of construction by the proposals across the UK 

economy.

 Economic output

 The construction phase of the proposed development will also make a significant contribution to local 

economic output, as measured by Gross Value Added (GVA). GVA represents the amount of wealth created 

by individual companies and employees, and this can be aggregated up to provide average GVA per 

employee by sector. 

 Based on 2014 national Experian data, the capital spending associated with the proposed development 

could deliver an additional £3.3m of direct GVA and a further £4.7m of indirect GVA for each year of 

construction . This equates to approximately £8.0 GVA in total. It should be noted that not all of this will be 

retained locally.

Economic Benefits
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Resident expenditure impacts

It is estimated that residents of the 66 new homes at The Mushroom Farm, Trimley St. Martin, are anticipated 

to generate £330,000 of ‘first occupation expenditure’ on goods and services to make their house ‘feel like 

home’. This expenditure, for example on furnishing and decorating a property, will benefit the local economy 

by supporting jobs within local firms and sectors. 

On-going resident expenditure

Based on data from the 2013 ONS Family Expenditure Survey, it is estimated that residents of the proposed 

development could be expected to generate £1.4m of gross expenditure per annum.

Based on average ratios of expenditure to employment, it is estimated that this on-going resident spending 

could directly support 13 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs in the local area each year, as money is spent on 

local goods and services.

Local Planning Authority fiscal impacts

The New Homes Bonus is a grant paid by central government to local councils for increasing the number 

of homes in their area. It matches for a six year period the increase in Council Tax income from new homes 

or homes brought back into use, with local councils deciding how this money is spent in their local area. 

The proposed development in Trimley St. Martin will deliver 66 new homes at a range of sizes and therefore 

Council Tax bands. Using the standard method of calculation contained in the CLG ‘New Homes Bonus 

Calculator’, it is estimated that the scheme would generate approximately £460,000 of New Homes Bonus 

payments over a six year period. 

This income would also be matched by additional Council Tax payments received by Suffolk Coastal District 

Council of £68,970 per annum in perpetuity.

Community infrastructure contributions

The development will also make a significant contribution to the local area through planning obligations 

that will be used to fund new services and infrastructure, such as new community facilities and road 

improvements. At this stage, the precise details of any potential planning conditions/s106 contributions 

are yet to be agreed, however it is estimated that approximately £92,900 in financial contributions will be 

generated by the proposed development.
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Wider Context Analysis

This section provides a summary of the assessment of the site 

and its surroundings that has been underatken.

Physical Context

The proposed development site covers an area of 3.07 hectares 

and consists of the Mushroom Farm, a small part of the 

grounds to Longford House, Thorpe Cottage & small fields of 

pasture/grazing land. The site is located in the eastern corner 

of Trimley St. Martin. To the west of High Road and adjacent to 

the existing roundabout which joins High Road & Howlett Way. 

The grounds of Trimley Sports & Social Club also boarders part 

of the site’s western boundary.

Historical Context

Historic map sources that suggest the Rectory, now 

Longfield House, which lies immediately to the north of the 

development area and dates from early to mid 19th century, 

is the earliest recorded structure in the vicinity. It was built on 

glebe land owned by the parish church of Trimley St Martin, 

probably from the medieval period. The glebe land originally 

consisted of the grounds of Longfield House and what is now 

the development area. The 1839 tithe map suggests the entire 

area consisted of land under arable use. The mushroom farm 

was developed around the mid 20th century and occupies 

what was the western of three fields on the 1839 map; the 

other two now being pasture or gardens associated with

Longfield House

The Site

1839

1924 1975
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Strategic Movement

KEY

SITE BOUNDARY

A14

HIGH ROAD / HOWLETT WAY

RURAL LANES

RAILWAY LINE
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The site is located approximately 12 miles south of Ipswich & 

2.6 miles north of Felixstowe. Linked via a main road to the east 

of the site; the A14. Ipswich & Felixstowe are also accessible 

via secondary roads which lead from the site directly into each 

town centre.

Access

The site access was approved under outline planning approval 

C/13/0219

Primary vehicular access to the will be via the existing 

roundabout which connects High Road & Howlett Way.

details of the access have already been approved under outline 

planning approval

There will also be a new pedestrian access to north of the 

site. Improving the existing connetions to the wider open 

countyside.
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Pedestrian Routes

KEY

SITE BOUNDARY

PEDESTRIAN ROUTES
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Pedestrian and Cycle routes 

There are several footpaths in the vicinity which are shown on the 
page opposite.
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Local Facilities

KEY

GOSLINGS FARM SHOP

BUS STOPS

HAND IN HAND PUBLIC HOUSE

TRIMLEY SPORTS & SOCIAL CLUB

THE SAUSAGE SHOP

THE SITE

NEWSAGENTS / POST OFFICE 

TRIMLEY ST. MARY COUNTY PRIMARY

TRAIN STATION

TRIMLEY ST. MARTIN PRIMARY SCHOOL
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There are a number of local facilities within a 20 minute

walking distance from the site. Facilities include:

• The Sausage Shop

• Golsings Farm Shop

• St Mary’s Church

• Serveral Bus Stops

• Trimley Sports & Social Club

• Hand in Hand Public House

• Serveral Bus stops

• Newsagents

• Post Office

• Off License 

• Junior School

• Primary School

• Train Station 
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Landscape Visual Impact Assessment
View 1
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View 2
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View 3
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View 4
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View 5
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View 6

View 3
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View 7
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View 8
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View 9
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Surrounding Character Analysis

This study is an assessment of the urban character of Trimley St. 
Martin in conjunction with the residential development proposal 
on the land at & adjacent to the Mushroom Farm, Trimley St. 
Martin

This appraisal, along with the suffolk design guide, and documents 
submitted under the Outline Planning Application (Design & 
Access Statement, Landscape visual impact assessment), will 
inform new character areas within the development

The site is located to the south of Trimley St. Martin, along High 
Road and adjacent to the existing roundabout which joins 
High Road & Howlett Way. The site will be accessed from the 
roundabout

Generally, the village of trimley has developed a linear form over 
time, with some Victorian & Edwardian development along high 
road and near the station. Beyond the historic core of the village 
there are large areas of post-war development, predominately to 
the north east of the site, and also to the south east in Trimley St. 
Mary.

The layout submitted at outline shows the proposed development 
in the form of a number of neighbourhood groups, utilising the 
natural areas of enclosure created by the existing hedges & trees, 
linked via a spine road with access to the existing roundabout on 
the junction of High Road & Howlett Way.
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BELOW: PHOTOS OF LOCAL VERNACULAR

Built form typically consists of 2 storey dwellings, there are occasional 

bungalows and 2.5 storey dwellings. Generally, buildings are large detached 

with generous setbacks from the street, enabling room for front gardens

There is significant variation in the roofscape; some dwellings have pitched 

roofs with gable frontages, some hipped. Dormers animate buildings and offer 

surveillance to the public realm. There is a variety of chimney styles & sizes

A range of materials feature along High Road, including red brick (which is the 

predominant material), buff brick, render, stone, timber cladding & painted 

brickwork

High Road, Trimley St Martin

BELOW: AERIAL PHOTO
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BELOW: AERIAL PHOTO

BELOW: PHOTOS OF LOCAL VERNACULAR

Mill Lane / St. Martins Green Vernacular

Mill Lane Meadow Close Brickmakers Court Grimson Lane

Grimson Lane Old Kirton Road Croswell Close

Brickmakers Court Meadow Close St. Martins Green

Cavendish Road Cavendish Road

To the north of the site off High Road,  there are post-war infill 

developments such as Mill Lane , St. Martins Green & the adjoining 

roads & Cul de sacs

Dwellings are typically 2 storeys, with occasional bungalows and 

chalet bungalows. As you enter Mill Lane from High Road, dwellings 

are predominately semi detached, close to the back edge of footway 

to create a strong building line with small front gardens.

Eaves & ridge lines are genrally similar, creating a consistant  roofscape. 

Some units have gable fronted elevations, which animate the street 

scene.

As you progress along Mill Lane, the building line & form becomes 

much more varied. Some buildings are set back from the road with 

large front gardens. As such, there is no distinct style or pattern. 

suggesting that these areas were built sporadically

A range of materials feature, including red brick (which is the 

predominant material), render, timber cladding. pantiles are the most 
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TREE CONSTRAINTS PLAN
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The majority of the site is former agricultural land and much of the vegetation is associated with 
the field boundary hedgerows, which are predominantly bolted hawthorn and elm, with very few 
notable individual trees. The hedgerows provide a reasonable level of enclosure and screening, 
although some sections are patchy as a result of Dutch elm disease. The other main vegetation 
groups are associated with the residential curtilage of Longford House and these include various 
native and ornamental trees planted in lawn areas adjacent to the northern edge of the site and part 
of a woodland plantation adjoin the site towards the northeast. The woodland plantation contains a 
range of native and ornamental species and it incorporates remnants of the former field-boundary 
hedgerows. There is also a plantation of ash and lime, with hawthorn understory occupying an area 
of land between a field boundary hedgerow and the highway roundabout to the east of the site.

we were informed by Suffolk Coastal District Council that:

• The site is not within a conservation area.

• There are no tree preservation orders affecting other trees 
within the site.

• The report stated that for a development of this size (66 units), 
some tree removal will be inevitable. However, the majority 
of trees are located close to the boundaries of the site, where 
most may be retained and will help to screen the site.

Existing Landscape
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Aurum Ecology

Aurum Ecology was instructed to conduct an ecological survey at 
the Mushroom Farm, Trimley St Martin, and the surrounding area, 
as it is proposed to apply for planning permission to utilise the site 
for residential development. The survey was conducted on 24 July 
2012, by two people, which covered all aspects of detecting all 
European Protected Species.

The indications from examination of this site are that there is no 
evidence of protected species resident on the site, although a few 
bats of three species were seen and heard during the evening 
survey.

The associated site buildings were given a careful examination 
internally and externally, so areas with weather boarding, such 
as that illustrated below, which can sometimes be used by bats 
for roosting during daylight hours, were subjected to extra 
examination, although no roosting sites were located.

A small number of common bird species were seen during search 
of the site. This included Chaffinches, Dunnocks and Blackbirds 
associated with the hedges, while species such as Goldfinch 
flew over regularly. There was a constant movement of large 
gulls, mainly Lesser Black-backs with a few Common and Black-
headed gulls across the site heading in a south-easterly direction. 
Occasional Swallows hunted insects over the site and there were 
up to six pairs on or around the area, while Swifts and a few House 
Martins fed overhead. A single Goldcrest was heard near Longford 
House.

Rabbits were numerous across the site, including on the pastures 
and the concrete paths around the mushroom farm, and Moles 
hills were also seen on the pastures.  Botanically the site was 
species poor, the pastures being re-seeded, while the hedgerows 
were predominantly Hawthorn although there was some 
blackthorn and Elder plus dead ivy-covered Elm suckers. Ruderal 
species were present generally, with a concentration at the far 
southern end of the site. 

Ecological Features
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Topography / Drainage / Archaeology
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Topography

The development site consists of an irregular shaped area to 
the southwest of High Road. It lies on a relatively level plateau 
of high ground at c. 25m OD. This plateau overlooks Trimley 
Marshes, located in the flood plain of the tidal River Orwell, the 
main channel of which lies approximately 2.7km to the west and 
southwest; the edge of the high plateau lies c.1.3km to the west. 
The underlying geology of the development area comprises free-
draining sands and gravels, occasionally overlain by a deposit of 
fine windborne silt lain down during the post-glacial period.

The site in its existing state is very flat with approximately 
1m fall between the highest and lowest levels on the 
development. As part of our proposed development it will be 
required to lift some areas of the site to allow for adequate falls 
on the roads however this will be kept to the minimum. 

Our proposed access will tie into the existing roundabout on 
High Road. All levels will tie back into the existing boundary 

levels of the development. 

Archaeology 

An archaeological evaluation was carried out on an area of land 
adjacent to the Mushroom Farm, High Road, Trimley St Martin, 
in advance of a residential development. Nine trenches were 
excavated revealing a number of linear features interpreted 
as ditches, probably field boundaries. No dating evidence was 
recovered from the sampled fills. All appear to pre-date the 
enclosure map of 1807. It is possible that at least some of these 
features are related to the probable prehistoric and Roman field 
systems identified from aerial photographs in the fields to the 
south.

Further information can be found in the Arcaeological report 
submited with the application

.

Drainage

The foul drainage on this development is proposed to discharge 
via gravity into an existing Anglian Water Network within High 
Road, Trimley. The proposed on site network would be adopted 
under a section 104 agreement with Anglian Water subject to 
their approval. 

The surface water drainage of the adopted road will be drained 
via the means of soakaways these will be adopted by Suffolk 
County Council. The onsite private roads and hard standing areas 
will drain by a mixture of soakaways and permeable paving these 
will be maintained by residents and management company. By 
utilising this method of drainage we are containing the surface 
water within the development and therefore having no impact on 
the existing surface water drainage network. 
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CONSTRAINTS & OPPORTUNITIESCONSTRAINTS & OPPORTUNITIES

CONSTRAINTS & OPPORTUNITIES
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• The constraints and opportunities presented by the site are 
utilised to inform and structure the development proposals. 
These are outlined below and illustrated, where appropriate, 
on the Constraints and Opportunities plan shown opposite.  

Constraints

• The existing trees and any other landscape features, 
particularly those of ecological interest and those acting as 
wildlife habitats;

• Several footpaths surrounding the site need to be retained

• An existing footpath abuts the southern boundary edge;

• The need to consider the proximity of the existing residential 
area adjacent to the application site 

• A listed building (Longford House) lies in the grounds 
immediately to the north.

• The grounds of Trimley Sports & Social club lie immediately to 
the west of the site.

• Existing Mushroom hut is to be retained as request of the LPA

• Existing pedestrian access to the north of the site must be 
retained.

• A sewer easement which runs along part of the Eastern 
boundary of the site

• The existing countryside edge and how proposals consider 
views into and out of the site.

Opportunities

• Provision of a sustainable development, which can 
accommodate up to 66 dwellings, including affordable 
housing, supported by amenity space and new infrastructure;

• Retention and integration of vegetation in order to enhance 
the setting of the development and assist in creating a ‘sense of 
place’;

• Provide primary vehicular access via existing roundabout 
which joins Howlett Way & High Road

• Provide secondary pedestrain access via High Road

• Opportunity to provide public open space incorporating a 
natural play area;

• Potential to enhance several existing public right of ways, 
which surround the site perimeter

• Opportunity to create a habitat / landscaped area within the 
public open space & central hedgerows

• Opportunity to provide homes that takes design cues from the 
local area and responds positively to existing, adjacent built 
form;

• To create a varied and interesting street scene through the 
development proposals; and

• Making efficient use of land through the application of 
appropriate density assumptions.

• Grade 2 listed building (Longford House) acts as a character 
generator which informs the heriatge character area

• provide outlooks towards rural countryside

Constraints and Opportunities 
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The Design Process

• Following on from the detailed character assessment of 
Trimley, a concept was developed that takes into account the 
assessment’s findings as well as influence from the Suffolk 
Design Guide

• The purpose of the Suffolk Design Guide is to ensure a quality 
of design in new developments drawing on inspiration from 
the local vernacular of Suffolk

• This guide and the character area assessment have informed 
three new character areas for the proposal, as illustrated on the 
pages opposite.    
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The layout shown has been developed in a form of a number 

of neighbourhood groups utilising the natural areas of 

enclosure created by the existing hedges and trees which 

will be retained and incorporated into the scheme. They are 

linked via a spine road accessing the site from the existing 

roundabout to the east. 

Each ‘neighbourhood’ of dwellings will have their own different 

style creating a defined character and sense of place. 

The scheme removes the unsightly mushroom farm with its 

poor quality farm type buildings.The layout and scale takes 

into account the setting, style and location of the Listed 

Building and its outbuildings. It respects its open aspect to 

the east and provides an enhanced environment to the west 

and south by removing the mushroom farm buildings and 

replacing them with buildings that relate well to the Listed 

Building and will enhance its setting. 

The proposed building A and the alterations to Thorpe Cottage 

and its cartlodge take the form of outbuildings associated with 

the Listed Building, using a similar vernacular style and palette; 

in particular the use of natural slates and white brickwork. 

Other areas of dwellings will adopt a more traditional Suffolk 

approach with the use of pantiles, red brick and render. The 

scheme incorporates more detailed proposals for that part of 

the site in close
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The first draft of the detailed site layout closely follows 

the layout which was submitted with the outline planning 

application.

The road network, desire lines, and neighbourhood groups 

established in the outline layout, have all been retained. 

Taylor Wimpey - Initial Sketch 
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Following feedback from internal meetings, a second layout 

was produced. on which the following changes were made:

• Road approaching open space was relocated to arrive at 

Public Open Space more centrally. This also resulted in the 

loss of the parking court.

• Private drive accessing plots 5-9 moved to front of 

dwellings. This was to accommodate a sewer easement but 

also enables us to create a more formal & consistant builing 

line. 

• Dwellings to the west of Longford house have been made 

more uniform to relect the details which were submitted as 

part of the outline planning application.

•  The layout has been designed to accommodate soakaways 

in the rear gardens.

Taylor Wimpey - 2nd Stage Layout following Internal discussion 
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Engagement 

Public Consultation Event 
• A public consultation took place at Trimley Sports & Social 

Club on Tuesday 14th October 2014 and was attended by 127 
people. 

• In terms of consultation feedback, the most common 
aspirations for the architectural principles of the proposed 
scheme are for the new homes to be in keeping with existing 
buildings in Trimley.

• There was a large amount of support for the development. 
Many people identified the site as the ideal place to develope 
locally.

• There was wide support for the existing trees & hedgerows to 
be retained where possible. The scheme has been designed 
around the existing landscape features which shall enhance 
the public realm & private areas alike.

• A variety of different issues were highlighted by consultees in 
the general comments section of the feedback form. The most 
frequent topic was the increase in volumes of traffic

• Additional detail can be found in the statement of community 
involvement submitted with the application.

SELECTION OF BOARDS DISPLAYED AT OUR PUBLIC CONSULTATION EVENT
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KEEPING THE PUBLIC INFORMED

WEB UPDATES THROUGHOUT 
THE PLANNING PROCCESS

SELECTION OF BOARDS DISPLAYED AT OUR PUBLIC CONSULTATION EVENT
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The final layout evolved following various discussions with the 

local authority along with the feedback recieved at our public 

exhibition.

In  the main, the layout is in line with previous iterations. 

Predominantly, the changes related to the style & position 

of the dwellings, making sure that the houses reflect the 

character areas, and respect the listed building.

Windows were added to a number of dwellings to animate 

blank gables - mainly on street corners. These dwellings are 

now dual fronted which provide a more active elevation

Suffolk Coastal DC stated that they were pleased with how the 

layout has evolved.

Final Layout - Following Public Exhibition & Pre application discussions with case officer
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3.1 In line with National and Local Government Guidance and 
Policy, considerable importance has been placed on achieving 
a high standard of design across the site.  The application 
of urban design objectives will ensure a high quality layout 
is achieved whilst the identification of the constraints and 
opportunities will ensure that the proposals are sensitively 
assimilated on the site and into the surrounding landscape 
and urban fabric.  Successful urban design is dependent upon 
achieving an appropriate relationship between community 
needs, development principles, development form and a 
positive response to local conditions. 

3.2 The principles which have been developed in order to steer the 
design of the new community have been derived from the site 
assessment in conjunction with the delivery of a high quality 
development which achieves the criteria set out within the 
NPPF, namely:

Design Principles

Function and Quality
“ Developments will function well and add to the 
overall quality of the area, not just for the short 
term but over the lifetime of the development”  
paragraph 58, point 1, NPPF 2012.

• New development provides the opportunity to establish a 
distinctive identity to a place which, whilst having its own 
character, integrates with the surrounding built form and 
landscape context;

• Retention and where possible the enhancement of the 
existing landscape features on the site;

• Establish a distinctive identity through well-designed spaces 
and built form; and

• Minimise the impact of the development on the open 
countryside and surrounding context;  

Quality of Public Realm
“ Developments will establish a strong sense of 
place, using streetscapes and buildings to create 
attractive and comfortable places to live, work 
and visit” 
paragraph 58, point 2, NPPF 2012.

• Provision of a clear hierarchy of connected spaces and places, 
including streets, accessible by a variety of users which 
consider the design of the space as well as its function as a 
movement corridor;

• Integration of existing and proposed landscape features 
in order to soften the built form, particularly towards the 
countryside edge of the development and the proposed 
main street;

• Creation of a clearly defined public realm through the 
provision of continuous building frontage lines and variations 
in enclosure of private spaces;

• Control of access to private areas, particularly rear gardens 
and parking courts; and

• Provision of a variety of accessible public open spaces and 
recreation areas to meet the needs of the local community 
whilst encouraging social activity.
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Accessibility
“ Developments optimise the potential of the 
site to accommodate development, create and 
sustain an appropriate mix of uses (including 
incorporation of green and other public spaces as 
part of developments) and support local facilities 
and transport networks” paragraph 58, point 3, 
NPPF 2012.

• Integration of the development at land off High Road into the 
existing movement network;

• Convenient, safe and direct access for all residents to 
the existing and proposed local services and facilities 
including schools, retail, community uses and employment 
opportunities;

• Provision of access points into the development forming part 
of a permeable network of streets which assists in dispersing 
traffic (vehicular and pedestrian);

• Enhancement and extension of the existing pedestrian 
network as an integral part of the development, particularly 
facilitating access to the existing community facilities; 

• Maximisation of the opportunities for alternative modes of 
transport to the car, particularly walking and cycling; and

• Creation of a clear movement hierarchy providing easily 
recognisable routes which balances the street as a space 
alongside its function as a movement corridor.

Response to Context
“ Developments will respond to local character 
and history, and reflect the identity of local 
surrounding and materials, while not preventing 
or discouraging appropriate innovation” 
paragraph 58, point 4, NPPF 2012.

• Integration of the development into the existing built form 
fabric of Trimley particularly in relation to scale, height and 
massing;

• Respond to the existing site topography including the 
consideration of views in and out of the site;

• Retention and where possible the enhancement of the 
existing landscape features and habitats on the site; and

• Protection of existing and proposed residential amenity 
through the use of frontage development thereby enclosing 
rear gardens.

Safe and Accessible Environments
“ Developments create safe and accessible 
environments where crime and disorder, and the 
fear of crime, do not undermine quality of life 
or community cohesion” paragraph 58, point 5, 
NPPF 2012.

• Creation of a clearly defined public realm through the 
provision of continuous building frontage lines and variations 
in enclosure of private spaces; and

• Control of access to private areas, particularly rear gardens 
and parking courts.
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CA1 The Gateway
This character area shall reflect the exisitng built form 
along High Road, which is generally low density large 
detached housing with generous rear & front gardens. 
This shall create a distinct gateway to the proposed 
scheme

CA2 Core Housing
This character area is influenced by some of the post war 
developments off High Road, such as Mill Lane, Meadow 
Close & Jubilee Close. In the main, the building line & 
form is varied, roof styles are inconsistant creating an 
informal, and intersting street scene

CA3 Heritage
This character area shall respect Longford House, roof 
styles will be formal & consistant, mostly hipped. External 
facing materials will consist of gault brickwork & slate 
effect roof tiles

Character AreasExplanation of Proposals
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CA1 - The Gateway

BELOW: SITE EXTRACT

BELOW: INDICATIVE STREET SCENES

CA1 - THE GATEWAY

This character area shall take influence from the existing built form along High Road. 

Predominantly larger detached buildings. Dormer windows provide surveillance to public areas. 

Buildings are set back behind gardens to a distinct gateway to the proposed scheme. Facing 

materials  along High Road consist of predominantly red brick, with occasional light shades 

of render. Painted brickwork & occasional boarding . Roof finishes are mainly pantiles, with 

occasional slates & plain tiles 

MATERIALS: PREDOMINANTLY RED BRICK 

WITH TIMBER CLAD GARAGES. PANTILES WITH 

OCCASIONAL SLATE ROOFS & LIGHT SHADES 

OF RENDER
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CA2 - Core Housing

BELOW: SITE EXTRACT

BELOW: INDICATIVE STREET SCENES

CA2 - CORE HOUSING

This character area is influenced by some of the post-war infill developments 

off High Road, such as Mill Lane, Meadow Close & Jubilee Close. Predominantly 

2 storey dwellings with intermittent Chalets & Bungalows. In the main, the 

building line and form is varied, roof styles are inconsistant creating an informal 

& interesting street scene

MATERIALS: PREDOMINANTLY RED BRICK 

WITH PANTILES, OCCASIONAL SLATE ROOFS 

& LIGHT SHADES OF RENDER TO PROMINANT 

HOUSES
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BELOW: SITE EXTRACT

BELOW: INDICATIVE STREET SCENES FROM CURRENT LAYOUT

BELOW: INDICATIVE STREET SCENES SUBMITTED WITH OUTLINE

CA3 - Heritage

CA3 - HERITAGE

This character area shall respect Longford House, roof styles will be formal & 

consistant, mostly hipped. Buildings are arranged to create a strong uniform 

frontage

MATERIALS: PREDOMINANTLY WHITE BRICK 

WITH TIMBER CLAD GARAGES, WITH SLATE 

ROOFS & LIGHT SHADES OF RENDER
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Residential  - Class C3

• The development achieves an average net density of 
approximately 31 dwellings per hectare (dph). This allows for 
differing dwellings across the development with higher density 
towards the south and lower densities fronting to the north 
and fronting the primary road

• This results in the efficient use of the site whilst at the same 
time promoting densities which are appropriate to the local 
area and which will help assimilate the development into the 
surrounding areas.

• This will also allow for a range of dwellings across the site 
with varying sizes in order to accommodate a variety of 
household types. This will provide a hierarchy of dwellings 
from large detached properties with larger plots through to 
smaller terraced forms allowing for a variety in the proposed 
streetscape.

• The majority of housing will be provided in the form of       
terraced, semi-detached or detached dwellings with their 
own amenity space. These houses will provide 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 
bedroom accommodation. This represents a wide choice of 
different sizes of dwelling. 

Home Office

incorporating home-office accommodation within some of the 
dwellings improves the sustainable credentials of the scheme.
reducing traffic and overall carbon footprint. Under  the 
proposals a number of the 3-bedroom houses would have home 
office accommodation, providing occupiers with options for 
sustainableand flexible working arrangements.

Affordable Housing

• An element of affordable housing will be provided within 
the development. 22 of the 66 dwellings will be classified 
as ‘affordable’. This is equivalent to 33% of the total number 
of dwellings and is in accordance with local policy - the 
Affordable housing will be 100% affordable rent

• The affordable homes will be built to level 3 Code for 
Sustainable Homes

Public Open Space

• The Public Open Space will be located to South East of the 
site. This is in line with the layout submitted at outline. In 
total this area is approximately 2970sqm and will meet the 
requirements of a LEAP

• There are a number of other incidental grassed areas as 
you pass through the development, mainly fronting the 
main spine road but also providing green views to private 
drives.

• There is a rural footpath which runs along the southern 
boundary of the site . It is the intention that the Public 
Open Space will provide a link to this footpath which will 
improve the pedestrain network of the wider village.

Amount & Use
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-

AFFORDABLE HOUSING LEGEND:

DENOTES AFFORDABLE HOUSING
DWELLINGS  -  (TENURES TO BE CONFIRMED)
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• As previously stated, the development proposals achieve an 
average net density of approximately 31dph which accords 
with Government guidance on ensuring the efficient use of 
land, yet is reflective of the scale of the local area.

• Density varies across the site, where large detached units 
are located at the gateway to the site, to reflect the existing 
scale and density of High Road, whilst higher density located 
towards the rear of the site around the public open space, to 
integrate into the adjacent built form through similar scale and 
density.

• As discussed, a variety of house types, tenures and sizes are 
provided which will assist in creating a balanced community 
as a variety of households can be accommodated thereby 
minimising the potential of social exclusion. Please refer to the 
detailed site layouts and associated accommodation schedules 
for the precise mix of development.

Building Heights and Massing

• The height and massing of the proposed development 
varies across the site according to the nature of the public 
realm to be created. Built form is predominantly 2 storeys, to 
reflect the existing built form and to minimise the impact of 
new development. However there are occasional 2.5 storey 
dwellings in key locations to provide distinctiveness in the 
street scene, particularly along the primary street.

• In terms of a variety in the heights and massing of the 
residential buildings, this is achieved through the use of a 
range of house types and sizes ranging from smaller units to 5 
bedroom detached houses.

• The proposed building heights are illustrated on the building 
heights plan opposite.
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1 Storey

2 Storey

2.5 Storey

STOREY HEIGHTS LEGEND:
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VEHICLE MOVEMENT
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The Site Layout shows the disposition of land uses and the 
proposed structure for movement within the development. A well 
connected movement network, accessible by all users, is proposed 
which helps ensure that the development is easy to navigate, 
safe and secure. The movement hierarchy clearly defines the 
main routes and helps achieve a permeable layout. The hierarchy 
recognises the need to combine the function of the street as a 
movement corridor alongside its place function.  The importance 
of each of the street types in terms of its movement and place 
function varies within the hierarchy. Streets are defined by the 
building layout, so that buildings rather than roads dominate.

The development proposals have been influenced by “Manual 
for Streets 1 & 2” which encourages designers to move away from 
standardised prescriptive measures and adopt a more innovative 
approach in order to create high quality places for all users, ages 
and abilities.

Primary access to the site will be from the west via the existing 
roundabout which joins High Road and Howlett Way, whilst 
secondary access shall come via a pedestrian link to the north. 
Once within the site primary and secondary streets will provide 
direct access to plots and enable access to lower category private 
drives and/or shared surfaces. 

 

Key nodal spaces along the primary street shall help calm traffic 
as well as contribute towards placemaking. These are defined 
through a change in surface material and/or raised table. In 
addition, the primary street meanders through the development 
in order to reduce vehicular speeds that will in turn allow safe 
pedestrian use of the route.

Movement & Access
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PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT
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• The site is located close to the established community, within 
a walkable distance of local facilities in Trimley. These are 
positive characteristics which have been maximised through 
the provision of safe, direct, convenient and interesting routes, 
including pedestrian only links. 

• Opportunities for walking and cycling are seen as part of 
the transport infrastructure for the site. The potential for 
connection to the existing off-site network will allow users of 
all ages and abilities to move safely and conveniently between 
all points of the development and surrounding facilities. The 
following measures to provide accessibility by foot and cycle 
are proposed:

• Provision of pedestrian links;
• Internal road layout design to ensure low traffic speeds. The 

design will promote safe walking and high permeability 
through the site, and limit potential for anti-social behaviour; 
and

• Particular attention to be paid to surface quality (including 
shared surface treatment), and sufficient ‘overlook’ to provide 
a sense of safety and security for users.

• Pedestrian and cyclist links have been located so as to 
encourage residents to use them, including a pedestrian 
and cycle only link along the northern edge of the western 
boundary. This encourages integration with the existing built 
environment.

Footpaths & Cycleways
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Existing bufer to be underplanted with species 
consistant with the local area enhancing ecological 
connectivity and visual amenity of the site.
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Pub l i c  Open  Spa ce Spe c i e s  R i c h  Bu f f e r  P l a n t i n g Py r u s  ‘ Chan t i c l e e r ’  s t r e e t  t r e e
S ugge s t ed  Tr ee  Spe c i e s

Ma i n  r o ad : 
Skyline impact champion trees to soften the roof line such as lime (Tilia cordata ‘Greenspire’), 
field maple (Acer campestre) and pine (Pinus sylvestris).

Land s cape  bu f f e r :
Viburnum lantana, Ulex europaeus, Ligustrum vulgare, Crataegus monogyna, Betula pendula, 
Pinus sylvestris, Corylus avellana, Rosa canina

S t r e e t  Tr e e s :
Pyrus x calleryana ‘Chanticleer’ 
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Ha rd  L and s cap i ng  -  Su r f a c e s
Proposed principle roads and pavements. 
Bitumen macadam, to highways authority 
standards and developers specification.

Proposed slab paving to private footpaths 
and patios, to developers specification. 
Colour: Buff.

Proposed block paved shared surface. 
Colour: Buff. 

Proposed tegula paved road leading to 
private drive.
Colour: Brindle

Back garden turf

Bio diverse turf to front gardens.

Species rich bulb planting.

Proposed semi-native ornamental hedge 
planting to define garden boundaries. Such as:
Buxus sempervirens and Viburnum tinus.

Proposed shrub planting with species providing 
year round interest and ecological improvements  
species include: Hebe, Euonomous, Cistus, 
Phormium and other medium growing varieties.

P l a n t i n g
Existing vegetation to be retained.

Proposed skyline impact trees.

Proposed street trees 

Proposed meadows and hedgerow wildflowers 
with swathes of bulbs for interest between 
pockets of woodland buffer. Species to include 
native blue bells and snow drops.

Existing buffer to be underplanted and 
reinforced.

Proposed species rich buffer composed of 
predominantly native species.

Proposed ornamental trees 

Ke y

Proposed dwellings and garages.

Existing built form.

Site boundary.

Public right of way and new footpaths.

Ecological corridors.

G ene ra l

Ha rd  L and s cap i ng  -  En c l o su r e s
Proposed timber bollard & chain fencing

Proposed 1.2m high timber paddock style 
fencing

S t r e e t  f u r n i t u r e  &  P l a y
Proposed benches

Proposed fixed & removeable bollards  

Proposed bin

Proposed reinforcement of existing buffer

Existing track to be retained in situ

Proposed angular gravel private drive.
Colour: Brindle

Proposed play equipment and safety 
surfacing

Proposed 1.8m high brick screening walls

P l a y  Equ i pmen t

LANDSCAPE MASTERPLAN
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IMAGE AREA IMAGE AREA

Existing bufer to be underplanted with species 
consistant with the local area enhancing ecological 
connectivity and visual amenity of the site.
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species include: Hebe, Euonomous, Cistus, 
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P l a y  Equ i pmen t

The landscape scheme incorporates a number of key design elements and 

features resulting in the sympathetic and natural integration of the site into 

the surrounding area. Existing trees have been integrated into the design, 

providing a strong landscape framework throughout the development.

A public open space is to be created at the south western section of the site 

and will provide play opportunities for new and existing residents. This open 

space will be accessible by existing and new footpaths which run through 

the housing development. The public open space will offer a variety of play 

experiences for all ages.

The public open space will be enclosed to the south and west by a 

combination of existing trees and proposed species rich planting. This 

planning will include predominantly native species to ensure new and 
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External Storage and Amenity Space

• External storage space is not provided however garden sizes 
and shapes are practical and usable, allowing for sheds if 
required.

• Proposed garages are generous in size and therefore large 
enough to fit a modern family sized car which allows the driver 
to get out of the car easily.

Parking

• 1 bed house -  1 parking space

• 2 & 3 bed house - 2 parking spaces

• 4+ bed house - 3 parking spaces

• Parking is designed in line with the guidance contained 
within Manual for Streets and local parking standards. This has 
ensured that adequate parking was designed into the scheme 
from an early stage and is conveniently located and distributed 
efficiently. 

• Courtyard parking within the development blocks has been 
designed so that they have their own sense of place and will 
serve only a few units, thus creating a private well-defined 
area with good surveillance from dwellings. Parking in these 
courts is provided so that parking is convenient for the user 
to promote its use. Generally, there is one vehicular access 
point preferably through the building line. These areas will be 
overlooked by properties in order to increase perceived and 
actual safety. 

• The majority of allocated parking is provided on-plot and 
generally located to the side of dwellings within an individual 
parking bay and/or garage set just back from the building line 
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The Construction Management Plan opposite combined 
with this method statement outlines the intended 
construction stage site layout, inlcuding location of site 
compound & welfare facilites. Routes for constuction 
vehicles have been shown. as well as the location of the 
sales center.
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Materials will relflect the local area and will have slight variation 
depending on which character area they relate to. 

CA1 - PREDOMINANTLY RED BRICK WITH TIMBER CLAD GARAGES. 
PANTILES WITH OCCASIONAL SLATE ROOFS & LIGHT SHADES OF 
RENDER

CA2 -  PREDOMINANTLY RED BRICK WITH PANTILES, OCCASIONAL 
SLATE ROOFS & LIGHT SHADES OF RENDER TO PROMINANT 
HOUSES

CA3 -  PREDOMINANTLY WHITE BRICK WITH TIMBER CLAD 
GARAGES, WITH SLATE ROOFS & LIGHT SHADES OF RENDER
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Boundary treatments will relfect the local area. Front gardens 

will typically be enclosed by low level landscaping. In some 

instances, depending on which character area they fall in, box 

hedging, timber bollard & chain and parkland style fencing will 

seperate the public & private realms. 

1.8m high brick walls with brick on edge coping will be built in 

prominant locations.

Rear gardens will typically be enclosed by 1.8m close boarded 

fencing.

Parkland style fence will be erected at the site entrance which 

will form a distinct gateway to the proposed development

Timber bollards & hedging will mark the entrance to the Public  

Open Space
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NO QUESTION ANSWER RATING PAGES

ADDING TO THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

1 CONNECTIONS - Does the scheme integrate into its 
surroundings by reinforcing existing connections and 
creating new ones; whilst also respecting existing 
buildings of the development site?’ 

Yes. The proposed development is fully outward looking where visual opportunities arise integrating this development site well with existing surrounding 
context. The development connects well with the surrounding neighbourhood with both convenient vehicular and pedestrian routes provided throughout.  
There is one new primary vehicular access proposed to and from the development. This is located along the western boundary and has been agreed with the 
County Council. In addition, pedestrian links have also been provided along the North & South boundaries which look to enhance the overall permeability of the 
development creating a more walkable neighbourhood. Pedestrian connections generally are attractive, direct, well overlooked and safe due to their location. 
Overall, all proposed pedestrian routes have numerous ‘active frontages’ with ‘habitable rooms’ overlooking them to ensure their success.

56-61

2 FACILITIES - Does the development provide (or is 
it close to) community facilities, such as schools, 
workplaces, parks, play areas, pubs or cafes?’

Yes. The site is within short walking distance of the village center. New footpath links will provide new & existing residents with a range of pedestrian routes that 

are easily accessible via a considered footpath network

16

3 TRANSPORT - Does the scheme have good access to 
public transport to help reduce car dependency?’

Yes. There is a good provision of public transport in the local area. There are several bus stops within close proximity to the site. The closest being about a few 

minutes walk from the main site access & pedestrian routes to the north.

16

4 HOUSING  MIX - Does the development have a 
mix of housing types and tenures that suit local 
requirements?’

Yes. The proposed development offers a range & variety of dwellings of varying sizes and tenures across the site in order to accommodate a variety of household 
types. In total, 66 no dwellings are proposed which comprise 22 no private sale dwellings and 13 no affordable dwellings (33%),The affordable housing mix itself 
has been agreed with the Local Council’s Housing Officer. Overall, a range of 1 - 5 bedroom dwellings are to be provided. These include terraced, semi-detached 
dwellings and detached dwellings to suit all user needs. Distribution is gradual rather than grouped and accommodation size generally bleeds in to each 
character area sympathetically through careful design. Homes have been designed in such a way to ensure that it is not easy to differentiate between tenures 
which also ensures that a successful and coherent street scene is achieved.

52

CREATING A PLACE

5 IDENTITIY - Does the scheme create a place with a 
locally inspired or otherwise distinctive character?’

Yes. This proposal aims to deliver a range of dwellings that reflects the local vernacular by way of using materials and appropriate elevational detailing informed 
by the Character Assessment prepared in support of this Planning Application.Distinct Character Areas have been created throughout the development and 
comprise numerous variations in elevational treatments, facing materials, associated landscape & boundary treatments. Additionally, Buildings are proposed in 
prominent & logical locations to reinforce the overall character further.New Landscaping will combine with the existing boundary vegetation to provide areas of 
green infrastructure. The combination of the above elements shall ensure that the positively established local identity is reinforced.

28-29

48-51

6 SITE CONTEXT - Does the scheme take advantage of 
existing topography, landscape features (including 
water courses), trees and plants, wildlife habitats, 
existing buildings, site orientation and microclimate?’

Yes. This development fully respects the existing site context by way of protecting important landscape features and wildlife while adding physical 
enhancements such as the creation of views in to the development. Dwellings will be orientated to benefit from the existings features & countryside views There 
are large tree belts to the perimeter of the site . These has been retained and roofs have been designed to expose a green backdrop. The development site has 
been subject to Ecological Surveys to ensure there are no protected habitats in danger from the proposal and any future proposed works that could present an 
issue shall be overseen by a suitably qualified Ecologist.

18-26

Building for Life
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NO QUESTION ANSWER RATING PAGES
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NO QUESTION ANSWER RATING PAGES

CREATING A PLACE

7 CREATING SPACES - Are buildings designed and 
positioned with landscaping to define and enhance 
streets and spaces and are buildings designed to turn 
street corners well’

Yes. The Planning Layout demonstrates how the streets and spaces are principally defined by the position of buildings rather than the dominance of the highway. 
Existing boundaries are respected and are either backed on to or overlooked depending on the constraints or opportunities presented. Buildings and building blocks 
generally turn corners well and have active frontages overlooking the street in order to maximize natural surveillance and to create a pleasant view along internal 
routes. Front doors generally face on to the street to help promote social interaction and to enhance general security to each dwelling.
A clear pattern & hierarchy of road types is evident throughout the development to provide both interest and legibility in particular areas. This shall reinforce the 
distinction between public and private spaces in terms of ownership and long term management.

44-45

8 SENSE OF DIRECTION - Is the development designed to 
make it easy to find your way around?’

Yes. A number of features have been included or retained within the scheme to enhance its overall legibility. Buildings positioned carefully around long views and 
public open spaces to define internal routes. Building colours, materials and architectural detailing shall further enhance legibility further. Building are positioned to 
help people understand where they are in relation to other places within the development. Changes in surface materials shall demonstrate different pedestrian and 
vehicular priorities and shall work closely with the successful linking of each open space or character area within.

56-57

GETTING THE DETAILS RIGHT

9 THE PEDESTRIAN - Are streets designed in a way that 
encourage low vehicle speeds and allow them to 
function as social spaces?’

Yes. The proposed highways within the development have been designed using local Highway guidelines. Natural deviations in the proposed highway alignment 
should ensure that associated vehicle speeds are kept to a minimum. Buildings within secondary highway routes are largely placed closely together with the aim 
of encouraging drivers to proceed more cautiously. All streets generally feel safe due to building frontage overlooking them. Logical and varied changes in surface 
treatment passively control vehicle speeds further through considerate design.

56-57

58-59

10 PARKING - Is residential and visitor parking sufficient 
and well integrated so that it does not dominate the 
street?

Yes. The level of car parking provided is in accordance with the local car parking standards. A broad yet logical distribution of parking spaces has been achieved 
throughout whilst ensuring that each space is accessible and in short walking distance from the dwelling that it serves. The provision is principally accommodated 
within the curtilage of each individual dwelling. Parking areas are generally small, well-overlooked and convenient to the properties they serve. Where parking spaces 
are exposed, good levels of landscaping have been provided in order to balance the visual impact on the surrounding dwellings and to reinforce the spatial enclosure 
of the street. The potential for anti-social parking has robustly been designed out by way of limiting street widths and individual parking space lengths that are fit for 
purpose and do not allow for example, vehicles to overhang the adjacent footpaths and highways.

63

11 PRIVATE & PUBLIC - Will public and private spaces be 
clearly defined and designed to have appropriate access 
and be able to be well managed and safe in use?’

Yes. A strong building line and low level planting will contribute heavily across this development when differentiating between public and private spaces. Box 
hedging, and a variety of boundary treatments shall define these spaces further. All spaces are well overlooked by way of maximizing ‘active frontages’ facing on to 
them. All boundaries, streets and spaces have some form of frontage with habitable rooms looking on.

44-45

60-61

12 Is there adequate external storage space for bins and 
recycling, as well as vehicles and cycles?’

Yes. Each Dwelling will have a dedicated and secure ‘Bin Storage Point’ within its rear garden for both convenience to the householder and to avoid any visual 
detriment to the external street scene. Where properties are terraced, adequate rear access has been provided in all cases. Travel distances between Bin Storage 
Points and the designated Collection points have been carefully planned within County Council guidelines.Generally, all external private gardens have been carefully 
planned in terms of their size and shape to ensure adequate external storage can easily be accommodated.

62-63
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Sustainable Design

The presumption in favour of sustainable development is at the 
heart of the planning system as government drives legislative 
change through the Localism Act 2011 and subsequently through 
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Local Policy 
Frameworks. Resolution 24/187 of the United Nations General 
Assembly define sustainable development as development that 
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED Report “ 
Our Common Future” (1987)) and is captured within the NPPF. As 
set out within paragraph 6 of the NPPF, “the policies in paragraphs 
18 to 210, taken as a whole, constitute the Government’s view of 
what sustainable development in England means in practice for 
the planning system. The NPPF goes on to describe a presumption 
in favour of sustainable development should be seen as a golden 
thread running through both plan-making and decision-taking.

Adaptability

The development should be flexible enough to respond to future 
changes in use, lifestyle and demography. This means creating 
flexibility in the use of property, public spaces and service 
infrastructure and introducing new approaches to transportation, 
traffic management and parking. The development should 
therefore be flexible in order to accommodate future changes of 
use and circumstances through evolving social, technological and 
economic conditions.

Sustainable building techniques

Where appropriate, sustainable building construction techniques 
will be used in line with current building regulations. Sustainable 
construction measures typically comprise a combination of the 
following:

•  Improved energy efficiency through siting, design and 
orientation;

•  Water conservation measures;
•  Considering fabric efficiency in the design of buildings;
•  Use of building materials c apable of being recycled; and
•  An element of construction waste reduction or recycling.
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Code for Sustainable Homes

The Code for Sustainable Homes (2006) assesses the ability of 
a development to achieve sustainability through a package of 
measures.  These measures relate to the whole house and have 
been strongly informed by the Building Research Establishment’s 
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) EcoHomes standard.

The Code covers the following elements;

 Energy efficiency and carbon emissions;
 Water consumption;
 Use and resourcing of materials;
 Surface water run off and flood risk;
 Waste management and recycling;
 Minimising/reducing pollution;
 Health and well being;
 Management, including security and construction; and
Ecological protection and enhancement.

Crime prevention

One of the design objectives within item 58 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that developments 
should:

“ create safe and accessible environments where 
crime and disorder, and the fear of crime, do 
not undermine the quality of life or community 
cohesion;” (point 5, item 58, NPPF 2012)

The design proposals for land at The Mushroom Farm, Trimley St. 
Martin are based on an understanding of best practice guidance 
and reference has been made to the relevant documents including 
“Safer Places: the Planning System” and “Manual for Streets as well 
as ACPO “New Homes” guidance. 

When designing new developments, these should create areas 
that are attractive and contain clearly defined public and private 
areas that relate well with one another and create no ambiguity. In 
addition, the development should enable residents to take pride 
in their surroundings without the fear of crime, which in turn will 
create a sense of shared ownership and responsibility.

Landscape design is essential in achieving an environment that 
creates a sense of place and community safety. In this context, 
landscape design encompasses the planning, design and 
management of external, public spaces. Well designed public 
lighting increases the opportunity for surveillance at night and will 
be integrated into future reserved matters applications.

Natural surveillance in the form of doors and windows overlooking 
streets, pedestrian routes and public open spaces will create 
activity throughout the day and evening and will be an essential 
element in creating a safe environment for all users, whilst 
discouraging criminal activity by increasing the risk of detection.

In forming the design proposals the following key attributes have 
been included:

•  Buildings are generally orientated back to back to ensure rear 
gardens are not exposed;

•  Public open spaces, and in particular children’s play space are 
well overlooked by the surrounding built form;

•  All routes are necessary and serve a specific function or 
destination, where the use of parking courts or private drives 
have been utilised, these areas serve only a few dwellings 
and are well overlooked by the surrounding built form;

•  Elsewhere, there are semi-private clusters of courtyard 
parking serving a limited number of dwellings to encourage 
residents to know it ‘belongs’ to the dwellings;

•  The ownerships and responsibilities for external spaces 
will be clearly identified and the proposals facilitate ease of 
maintenance and management; and

•  Natural surveillance is promoted wherever possible where 
windows are positioned in key locations to provide natural 
surveillance to the public realm.
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Contacts

Taylor Wimpey PLC

Applicant

Jordan.last@taylorwimpey.com

01284 773800

Suffolk County CouncilJames Blake Associates

Landscape Architects

jamesblake@jba-landmarc.com

01787 248216

Suffolk Coastal District 
Council

Haydens Arboricultural 
Consultants

Arboriculturist

info@treesurveys.co.uk

01284 765391
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